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Numerous loss mechanisms can limit coherence and scalability of planar and 3D-based circuit

quantum electrodynamics (cQED) devices, particularly due to their packaging. The low loss and

natural isolation of 3D enclosures make them good candidates for coherent scaling. We introduce a

coaxial transmission line device architecture with coherence similar to traditional 3D cQED

systems. Measurements demonstrate well-controlled external and on-chip couplings, a spectrum

absent of cross-talk or spurious modes, and excellent resonator and qubit lifetimes. We integrate a

resonator-qubit system in this architecture with a seamless 3D cavity, and separately pattern a

qubit, readout resonator, Purcell filter, and high-Q stripline resonator on a single chip. Device

coherence and its ease of integration make this a promising tool for complex experiments.

Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4959241]

Superconducting quantum systems are becoming

increasingly complex, with single packages incorporating on

the order of ten coherent elements (resonators and qubits)

used to store or process quantum information.1 Tens of logi-

cal modules, or hundreds of elements, are needed to build

systems capable of quantum error correction and operations

with logical qubits.2 As they scale, these larger systems must

retain the level of control and coherence of smaller systems

in order to achieve scalable levels of performance.

Planar architectures, patterned by lithography on a single

substrate, are the basis for many circuit quantum electrody-

namics (cQED) devices. Planar designs have several advan-

tages: added complexity with little marginal effort, devices

that can be consistently mass-produced, and sub-micrometer

precision that offers good dimensional control over mode

frequencies and coupling strengths. However, simple planar

devices already face performance limits that may be further re-

stricted by scaling. Losses, cross-talk, and package modes can

be difficult to suppress given the presence of circuit board

materials, wirebonds, isolated ground planes, and connectors.3

Device architectures based on 3D cavities also have

distinct advantages. Large mode volumes and few loss-

inducing elements can lead to exceptionally long cavity

and qubit coherence times.4–6 External coupling is easily

adjusted over a large range, and the design provides a well-

controlled spectrum of modes. Coupling (and any cross-talk)

between adjacent enclosures can be made arbitrarily small.

Just like planar circuits, however, 3D cavities can be suscep-

tible to lossy package elements like seams.7

Proposals for scaled designs already consider some com-

bination of planar and 3D structures.8,9 We aim to create a

platform for scaling in which many lithographically defined

elements are combined within 3D enclosures, incorporating

as many of the advantages discussed above as possible. By

further integrating this design with the longest-lived 3D

cavities available, the coherent complexity of this design

could pave the way for error-correctable modules.10,11

In the following, we design and evaluate a carefully

engineered 3D waveguide package for cQED devices. By

enclosing planar circuit elements in this package, the result-

ing coaxial transmission line resonator-based (“coax-line”)

device can be highly coherent. Addressing a host of likely

losses within the package, including coupling, seams, and

materials, we observe single photon relaxation rates at the

level of the state of the art (�50 ls) for planar elements.

Resonators, qubits, and filters are fabricated together on a

single chip. We demonstrate well-controlled coupling

between them, set lithographically. Finally, we integrate this

system with millisecond 3D “coax stub” cavities. In the

near-term, this platform allows for significantly more com-

plex many-resonator, many-qubit circuits. When combined

with more advanced techniques for fabricating 3D enclosures

using lithography and multi-wafer bonding,9 the coax-line

provides an attractive route towards long-term scaling.

To begin to demonstrate these combined advantages, we

design and measure circuits placed in 3D enclosures. A

seamless circular waveguide forms the package enclosure

and acts as a ground plane (Figure 1(a)). Circuit elements are

patterned on a sapphire substrate to define each mode of the

device. Deposited and machined metals are both chosen to

be aluminum. Where no metal is present on-chip, the wave-

guide attenuates signals below its cutoff frequency (typically

40 GHz). The chip is suspended within the enclosure by

clamps at each end, where the fields from critical circuit

elements are exponentially attenuated.

We evaluate device performance beginning with one

simple element: a resonator. Choosing a quasi-stripline

architecture, we pattern a k/2 resonator on the substrate and

position it near the center of the enclosure. The resonant

frequency is primarily determined by the length of the con-

ducting strip, but also depends on chip size, chip placement,

and enclosure diameter.

Input and output signals are introduced using two evan-

escently coupled pins within sub-cutoff waveguides that

intersect the primary waveguide enclosure. Pins are recessed

to an adjustable depth within each coupling enclosure, locat-

ed above each end of the stripline. Both pins are used in

transmission measurements (Figure 1(b)). Just one pin can
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be used to measure in reflection or feedline-coupled trans-

mission.12 As described later, this approach yields predict-

able couplings that can be varied over a wide dynamic range

without compromising package integrity.

To confirm that we retain the high coherence of 3D cavi-

ties, we evaluate resonator lifetimes. For resonators, this

requires achieving a high internal quality factor (Qi) at suffi-

ciently weak coupling (high coupling quality factor Qc). We

measure these parameters by cooling coax-line resonators to

�20 mK and exciting single-photon-or-less circulating pow-

er. The devices are connected in a feedline-coupled configu-

ration and the transmission coefficient S21 is measured using

a vector network analyzer (VNA). Coupling parameters are

extracted from fits to S21 (Figure 2(a) inset). Measurements

are usually performed in an undercoupled configuration

(Qc � Qi, with Qc up to 109) so that the total quality factor

Q (1=Q ¼ 1=Qi þ 1=Qc) is a direct measure of the internal

losses. The best reported Qi for lithographically defined

aluminum-on-sapphire resonators fabricated under similar

conditions (e-beam evaporation, no substrate annealing) is

�1� 106.13 We observe Qi as high as ð8:060:5Þ � 106 at

single-photon power, surpassing this by about an order of

magnitude. This suggests that quality factors in lithographic

devices are not solely dependent on materials or fabrication

methods, but are also affected by package contributions.

By restricting wave propagation to seamless waveguides

with cutoffs far above the operating frequency, we demon-

strate that mode coupling can be made arbitrarily weak with-

out additional structures or filtering.14 This implements the

robust coupling method used in 3D cavities. By varying

the coupling attenuation distance and measuring Qc, we see

good agreement with the expected exponential scaling over

six decades with no observed upper limit (Figure 2(b)).

Control over a large dynamic range in coupling strengths is

possible by simply modifying pin length. Therefore, we can

achieve very strong coupling (Qc � 103) to some elements

used for measurement or readout, at the same time as weak

couplings (Qc � 108) used to excite and control long-lived

memory elements.

Another critical requirement of a properly designed

package, and a property inherent to 3D cavities, is the pre-

vention of spurious electromagnetic modes. Using stronger

coupling and a symmetric transmission configuration, we

measured S21 to determine the spectral “cleanliness” over a

large range. Because the enclosure should attenuate any

modes below its cutoff frequency in the absence of package

seams, we expect the measured background to be low, domi-

nated by the noise of other elements in the measurement

chain. Figure 2(c) shows a calibrated S21 trace within the

measurement bandwidth of our high electron mobility tran-

sistor (HEMT) amplifier. Aside from the fundamental (k/2)

and first harmonic (k) modes arising from the stripline resona-

tor, no other modes are observed. This confirms that good

mode control can be achieved using a coax-line architecture.

As the next step in increasing complexity—a character-

istic of planar devices that we aimed to implement—we

FIG. 1. (a) A depiction of the coax-line architecture includes a patterned

sapphire chip (blue) inserted into a tubular enclosure and clamped at both

ends (brown). Indium wire (not shown) secures the chip within the clamps.

The resonator is patterned in the center of the chip, acting as the center con-

ductor of a coaxial transmission line resonator. The enclosure ends are many

attenuation lengths away from the resonator. Small red arrows represent the

electric field pattern of the k/2 resonant mode. Dashed arrows indicate the

input and output paths used in transmission measurements. Coupling pins

(gold), recessed within two smaller waveguides that intersect the primary

enclosure, couple evanescently and carry signals to external connectors. (b)

The configuration of couplers in a symmetric transmission experiment.

FIG. 2. (a) Resonator quality factors Qi and Qc are extracted from fits of the resonance circle in S21 (inset) and the phase response (main figure).15 Data are

measured at an average cavity photon number �n � 1 where unsaturated defects produce 30%–50% lower Q relative to higher powers.16 A representative sam-

ple, plotted, has Qi¼ (5.98 6 0.07) � 106 and Qc¼ (4.27 6 0.07) � 106. Dashed arrows indicate frequency sweep direction. (b) Coupling quality factor Qc is

measured for 12 mm-long resonators in enclosures with three different diameters (solid points). The attenuation distance d (inset) is measured from the end of

the coupling pin to the edge of the enclosure, and enters the enclosure for d< 0. We measure Qc as high as 109, above which reduced SNR hinders measure-

ment for our typical Qi’s. Measured Qc’s follow exponential behavior (dashed lines) with minor deviations due to resonator shape, chip placement, and ma-

chining variance. This suggests that no unknown mode couples more strongly than Qc¼ 109. (c) Transmission measurements (20 log jS21j) show only the

expected resonant modes, here at 7.7 GHz and 15.5 GHz. The fundamental mode sees isolation of >60 dB. The noise floor is due to the frequency dependence

of the readout system and HEMT noise.
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pattern a transmon qubit alongside the resonator.17 We char-

acterize the system’s coherence and compare measured

parameters to simulation. We control the qubit using a weak-

ly coupled port and read out through the resonator and its

more strongly coupled port. These qubits exhibit 30–80 ls

lifetimes, near to the state of the art values for transmon T1’s

(Figure 3(a)). This is equivalent to quality factors �3 � 106,

not far from those of resonators. Undercoupled resonators

had equally high Qi with and without qubits. Important sys-

tem parameters, such as mode frequencies and qubit anhar-

monicity, were found to agree well with predictions from

finite-element simulations of the design.12,18 This is the first

indication that additional complexity can be added to a coax-

line device without decreasing control over parameters or

coherence values.

The presence of a lithographic resonator-qubit system ena-

bles us to test whether on-chip element coupling follows the

same waveguide-attenuated behavior as external coupling. We

expect that by varying the distance z between element ends

(Figure 3(b) inset), the chip enclosure will exponentially atten-

uate electric field j~Ej / e�az. The resonator-qubit dispersive

shift v should scale as v � j~Ej2. However, different resonator-

qubit detunings D between samples make direct comparison

difficult. To relate them consistently to z, we calculate an

effective coupling g defined by the relation v ¼ 2g2=D, related

to the detuned Jaynes-Cummings model.19 When z is varied

experimentally, we find that the measured change in g is con-

sistent with a calculated waveguide attenuation scale length

1/a� 1.02 mm, as well as with simulations (Figure 3(b)). This

suggests that no unintended coupling is present and that rea-

sonably small separations between elements can produce a

range of qubit-resonator couplings useful for typical cQED

applications. Furthermore, we demonstrate another advantage

typical of planar devices: tight dimensional and coupling

control.

The lifetimes of resonators and qubits in this system can

be understood by examining the spatial participation of each

mode in dissipative dielectrics and conductors. The large res-

onator mode volume dilutes lossy material participation—

the same effect that increases coherence of 3D cavities rela-

tive to traditional planar circuits. By measuring resonators in

waveguide enclosures with different diameters, we find that

higher Qi generally corresponds with larger diameter.12 This

scaling behavior is consistent with loss originating from

waveguide surface resistance, a waveguide dielectric layer,

or on-chip dielectric layers, but does not distinguish between

these mechanisms.

Even though the enclosure body is seam-free, we can evalu-

ate whether seams at each end introduce dissipation. We predict

their effect using a model of seam loss as a distributed admit-

tance7 applied to simulation. The simulation places a conserva-

tive bound, Qi � 108, on typical designs separated 7 mm from

the waveguide end. Positioning striplines �3 mm from one end

of an enclosure produced an immeasurable effect on Qi,

thereby raising this bound. Since typical devices see signifi-

cantly greater isolation from end seams, they appear unlikely

to affect performance. Therefore, coax-line devices are well-

positioned to act as a testbed for alternative loss mechanisms.

Further studies will be required to pinpoint the dominant

sources of loss, but the coherence levels already achieved al-

low us to increase the system’s complexity further.

Many circuit elements must be integrated within a single

enclosure to allow more versatile, hardware-efficient cQED

experiments. To demonstrate an instance of a long-lived ele-

ment in the presence of significant complexity, we combine

a very high-Q 3D cavity with the coax-line architecture. In

the resulting package (Figure 4(a)), the pads of a transmon

qubit bridge two structures: the coax-line qubit-and-stripline

system and a 3D coaxial stub cavity.6

We characterize parameters of the complete system,

including coupling and coherence values. Both the qubit and

the high-Q cavity perform well (qubit T1¼ 110 ls; qubit

Ramsey decay time T�2 ¼ 40 ls; cavity T1¼ 2.8 ms, Figure

4(b); cavity T�2 ¼ 1:5 ms for the j0i þ j1i Fock state superpo-

sition6). These qubit lifetimes are among the best measured

in 3D cavities, and the coaxial stub resonator T1 does not de-

crease when a qubit is added. This suggests that no addition-

al sources of dissipation are introduced when these elements

are combined into a single, seamless package.

Integration with 3D cavities is not strictly necessary to

produce a module with many coherent circuit elements. In

an all-lithographic system on a single chip, we can add

FIG. 3. A qubit is placed adjacent to a stripline resonator (Figure 1(b)). (a) Qubit T1 (main figure) and T�2 (inset) of one characteristic device. The T1 experi-

ment is fit to an exponential (red), while the detuned T�2 Ramsey experiment is fit to an exponentially decaying sine function (blue). (b) Coupling between the

qubit and stripline resonator is controlled by adjusting their end-to-end separation z (inset). Values of effective qubit-stripline coupling rate g are measured for

different z (black points) and fit using an exponential function Ae�az (dashed red line) with single free parameter A. The calculated attenuation, 8.5 dB/mm,

comes from simulation of a 2.8 mm-diameter waveguide with bare substrate. A full system finite-element simulation (solid blue line) predicts similar scaling.
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components without sacrificing the isolation between non-

adjacent elements. Figure 4(c) shows a coax-line variant

with two additional stripline resonators. These resonators

function as a bandpass Purcell filter20,21 and high-Q storage

resonator. We measure coherence consistent with qubit-

and-stripline designs (best qubit T1� 60 ls, T�2 � 50 ls, and

Hahn echo decay time T2� 60 ls) and with a large cavity de-

cay rate and qubit-readout coupling. Numerous devices were

measured, producing consistently long lifetimes (Table S2 in

the supplementary materials12). The best stripline storage

resonator in this four-element module has T1¼ 250 ls, or an

equivalent Qi¼ 11.2 � 106. These results demonstrate that

entirely chip-based designs can produce a highly coherent

quantum module. A concept for how these modules could be

expanded, including eight Purcell-filtered qubits and two

multiplexed readout lines, is shown in Figure 4(d).

We have introduced a 3D enclosure and chip-based

coax-line architecture that allows for complex cQED experi-

ments. The device construction, absent of seams and based

on natural waveguide isolation, suppresses spurious modes

and allows for precisely engineered couplings. Using under-

coupled stripline resonators, we measured the highest Qi in a

chip-based cQED device to date. We integrated this type of

resonator with a qubit and a millisecond 3D cavity without

introducing further loss, creating a long-lived, multi-cavity

cQED system. This implementation combines advantages of

planar systems (complexity, dimensional control) and 3D

systems (coherence, coupling, and spectral cleanliness), and

suffers little from mechanical assembly uncertainty.12

Adaptations of this system have already been used in more

complex experiments with multiple qubits or cavities.22,23

This architecture could enable useful capabilities in

future designs. On-chip amplification schemes could possi-

bly be integrated with readout feedlines, allowing multi-

plexed single-shot readout. Many more elements could be

added, producing dense multi-qubit, multi-cavity systems.

The concept could apply to wafer-scale micromachining

designs, where more complex, multi-layer circuits could be

fabricated.9

This flexibility, in addition to high coherence properties,

may yet inspire the next generation of hardware towards

fault-tolerant error correction.
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